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The miraculous increase of population throughout the entire 
c on try, the rapid growth of tarns and cities, the advent of the machine 
industry, and the change in cot. orcc fro local importance to one of 
world-vd.de significance have fundamentally changed the folk-ways aid 
1 
cores of the people to meet the new demands of life. There is a 
demand for more education and young men and women are crowding the 
secondary schools and colleges as never before. Consequently, more 
equipment is needed, more teachers must be trained, and the curriculum 
oust be broadened to meat the present needs. According to ..oyer (9), 
some of the institutions have been slow in adjusting their curriculum 
to the needs of society as a result of the lack of information on 
the occupational status of their graduates. The occupational distribu­
tion of the graduates of American colleges is a matter of great im­
portance to all institutions of learning, to their officers, students, 
graduates, and prospective students. 
2h evaluating their school programs, ; any of these institutions 
have used such criteria as the number of professors in roportion to 
the nv, ber of students, the degrees which the faculty members have 
oarned, the nv, .bor of volumes in the library, the number of bui ldings, 
the typo and amount of equi meat, and the course offerings; all of 
which is useful information for the colleges to have about themselves. 
1 
Jacob C. leyer, rail Colleges /ncl Teacher Trailing. p. 1 
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Those facts alone fall short of the anticipated goal however, in 
shewing one a cassleto picture because they give a measure of the 
i achine only without taking into account the product also, and it is the 
product of the college which is important to society. 
The college curriculum in the United States has changed from 
tiise to tiiae as a result of the influences of net; philosophies of edu­
cation. According to Meyer (9)j the history of the growth of col1 egos 
in America can be divided, into three basic periods, na ely, (1) The 
Early Period (1686-1S60) (2) The liberalizing Period (1368-1900) and 
(3) The iOdem Period (since 1900), During the early period, eleven 
colleges were founded of Which Harvard is the oldest# The fore est 
purpose of institutions founded in this period ma that of preparation 
of individuals for the ministry. The decade following the civil war 
was the beginning of the neat, em called the liberalising period, and 
it was in this period that liberty in the choice of subjects becans 
fandamental. The raodem period dates from 1900, In this period, there 
developed a tendency toward the revision of the college curricula. so 
that subjects would be included that the graduates might use later, 
rather than subjects which were not needed after ccraaencerent. Since 
1900, colleges have recogiisod a growing demand for training in cat-
cercial and industrial linos, but especially has the demand for training 
teachers boon growing.^ 
/ 
The college under discussian has been knowi as Prairie View 
Hor al, Prairie View State Honaal and industrial oolloge, Prairie View 
State College, a id Prairie View University, and at the preso.it fei»e, it 
2 
Jay VUliaei Hudson, The Coller.e ihd Hew America, p. 86 
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la known as Prairie View Agricultural and ileehanlcal College. The 
college vsas organised during the liberalising period (1879). However, 
the Division of Ho o Econo des, as such, at rtdrio View College ns 
not organised until the aodexn period (191S). Before that tine, the 
courses now asking up the Hoe® Eccrtffii&cs curricula were called Domestic 
Science and Art and consisted primarily of cooking aid sewing,-* At tee 
present time, the Division of Koue Economics offers courses dealing 
with the various phases of foods and nutrition, textiles, clothing, and 
design, the house and hoae management and care and training of children, 
Ihoce courses along with others in Mathematics, Biglish, Education and 
the natural and social sciences arc combined to fora a curriculum that 
is sufficiently flexible to provide for the needs of the following 
specific groups i those ncri- ajors who wish to enrich their general and 
cultural education by selecting courses free. the Hone Econc. ics curri­
cula., those Who are taking a minor in Home IJeorionics, those who hope 
to beco -e proficient in one phase of Mesne Economics in preparation for 
a career other than teaching, those Who are to become teachers of hom-
naklng in high schools, or so e phase of Ho e Economies in college, and 
graduate students who wi&h to take refroslier work, or who are candidates 
for a master's degree.'* 
Although saich has been, said about the course offerings of the 
Division of Ho e Economics, little is known about the product of this 
effort. Ihere are the individuals who have been graduated fro Prairie 
~3 
i^ra.0 Viei-f Etftto Hog-al And Industrial Catalogue. 1918-1919, 
Fortieth Edition 
%Talrie View University Bulletin. 1946-47, Sixty-Seventh Catalog 
Edition 
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View Agricultural and l.echanical College fro :.J3y, 1922 to August* 
1948, and what are they doing? This is a question, the answer to 
which is of unquestionable value for those who are responsible for 
outlining course require., ..eats and for guiding students in the se­
lection of courses of study. The places graduates are called to fill 
and the fields of activity de ending their services indicate the type 
of preparation students :©cd while in college if they are to perfor i 
adequately the social tasks do ended of the.. Briggs (17), states, 
"The first duty of the college is to enable the student to clo better 
those socially desirable things which he is ost likely to do anyway". 
It is the purpose of this study to find out what the Prairie 
View Ho a Economics graduates free; 1922 to 1948 are doing for liveli­
hood. It is the stated opinion of so e of the college adud dstrators 
that the findings of this study will be of invaluable aid to the college 
if the types of jobs that the Ho o Econcoics graduates vie re engaged in 
are revealed. Such knowledge probably could be used by the officials 
as a basis for offering ore effective guidance and use could be ade 
of the facto to point the tray toward so o necessary curriculu changes. 
The recent addresses gained by .means of the survey would also bo useful 
in contacting graduates for various reasons. 
Greswell (33), studied the occupations of the recent Hons 
Ecaio. ics graduates of the University of Georgia. The findings of this 
study revealed that almost half of the graduates were teaching aid 92 
per coat of those teaching were Haas Bconouicc teachers in high schools. 
Hie re aiader of the graduates were engaged in ho © de anstration work, 
ho o service (public utility)work, dietotics, far.; security work, and 
graduate study. Ore swell further stated that previous studies of Bom 
5 
Hecncr&cs graduate# of tho University of Georgia showed that those who 
had been graduated in the earlier years had filled positions as interior 
decorators, extension specialists in nutrition, clothing, and horse iaa-
prove sent, state and distract extension leaders, college teachers, aid 
Journalists in Hoi® Ecenceies. 
llillions of decisions are made each day em the basis of occu­
pational information. floraetises the information is meager, w ile at 
other times, it has been carefully compiled and is authentic in every 
respect. Whether the occupational infamation is accurate or otherwise, 
its use may effect the personnel policies of an entire organisation. 
It ray effect the life career of one person or change the curriculum of 
a large school system# Occupational information ust be considered in 
individual and group educational and vocational counselling and in 
planning and establishing new and revised courses of study. 
As a part of tho guidance program, administrators in colleges 
ought to be in position to give students reliable infor at,ion on such 
questions ast which of the college aajors are cost likely to lead to 
troll paying jobs Immediately after graduation, what re uneraticn may 
be expected, What have been the experiences of sane of the former gradu­
ates in securing satisfactory placement, sad how has this placement 
been related to tho college courses pursued. Administrators faced 
with such questions throughout the year need recent sad pertinent facts. 
A study of the occupational status of the graduates will probably bring 
the aiswers to these aid many other important problems. Shartle (13), 
feels that on a whole secondary schools aid colleges are still inade­
quate in supplying information that reflects the nature of the job op­
portunities in which their graduates seek employment. Unless the edu-
6 
cational progra ms are geared to the actual employment needs of the 
country, a huge amount of wasted ;oney aid effort will result* 
For the purposes of tills study, the writer defined the fol­
lowing terust Occupational status refers to the positions which the 
graduates were holding at the tine the survey was mad©. Prairie View 
Hone Economics graduates includes all of the individuals upon When 
Prairie View has conferred the Bachelor of Science Degree in Hone 
Economies or the haster of Science Degree with a major in Hone Economics 
Education. The persons who earned a Master* s Degree with a minor in 
tone Economics Education have not bean included in this study unless 
they graduated from the Prairie View Home Economics Division on the 
undor-groduato level* 
It was assumed that a majority of the graduates would probably 
be engaged in teaching. This hypothesis grew out of several facts. 
To begin with, one of the three major purposes of iraiiie View Agri­
cultural and Lochanical College is the preparation and training of 
Hegro teachers. In the second place, it was felt that the relatively 
high salaries vjould appeal to the college student* Next, the graduates 
can meet the state requirements within the four years of the college 
course and secure the teacher's certificate without any social diffi­
culty. The increasing number of Hone Economics graduates has crowded 
the field; therefore, it is assumed that many of the more recent 
graduates right not be teaching or working in the field of Home .Eco­
nomics. Because of the greater number of i^eople to be served and the 
variety of job3 to bo had in the cities during the war, people tended 
to migrate in Increasingly largo numbers* Ccnsequaitly, it was further 
assumed that mere of the graduates would be found working in larger 
7 
citioa tiian in the a all villages. It ma expected that raany of the 
rccait addresses of tho graduates would not bo found in the various 
files in the several offices. Moreover, any of the addresses which 
sere available could not bo used successfully inasmuch as it ®s known 
that so. e of the graduates had changed their addresses and others were 
known to bo deceased. 
The wori; which individuals do to earn thBir li.velihood stamps 
the with certain physical and mental traits characteristic of the form 
and level of their labor, defines their circle of friesds and acquain­
tances, affects the use of their leisure tine, influences their political 
affiliations, aid tern s to set the boundaries of their culture. "Except 
for those few persons those my of life and future are fixed by the in­
heritance of great wealth, occupation is the supreme determinant of 
humm careers"#'* 
Although the occupational pattern of the Prairie View Home 
Scono dca graduates may change some fro® year to year, it is tie hope 
of tli© writer that the data based oa the ropla.es received may be of some 
value to those who direct the policies of Prairie View Agricultural and 
Mechanical College. 
5 




REVim OF LITERATURE 
A search through available literature showed that any secondary 
schools aad colleges have attempted to make studies of their graduates, 
however, only a limited number of such studies have been concerned with 
Beoae Economics graduates. It is expected that the review of these 
studies ray bring a better understanding of the trends of Investigation 
in this area, which is an important function of the college. 
Bales (16), in 1933, made a study of three hundred Home Econa.i-
ics students of North Dakota Agricultural College and found that they 
were engaged in fifty-four different occupations. Teaching was est fre­
quently mentioned while other positions were tea-room onagers, state 
supervisors, dieticians, laboratory technicians, ho e de. castration 
agents, anagers of gift shops, deans of Ho e Econo ics, social workers, 
state recreational leaders, and experts in cowsereial fields, 
Anderson (15) in 1933, ade a study of the girls who had gradu­
ated fro - Bamesville, tiinesota Hi$i School from 1922 to 1932. Her pur­
pose was to determine what the girls were doing in or .cr to discover if 
there was a need for Home Economies training, and if so, the curriculum 
could be revised accordingly, i&© was able to contact 136 girls, almost 
half of whom were either married or helping at home. The remainder were 
engaged in a variety of other jobs audi as nursing, teaching, aid o©n-
aercial work, She concluded that inasmuch as almost half of the girls 
were either married or helping at ho o, Ho e Economics should be added 
to the Bamesville High School curriculum, 
m 1932, Snow (26) studied, among other things, the occupations 
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of the Living alu^a. of .eatre College for a fifty-year period. Ques­
tionnaires rare seat to 1,031 ram who had graduated frau the college 
fro i 108! to 1931. The returns rare particularly good, for oily C 
per cent failed to ros end. Replies rare received therefore froe 
948, of which number 51 per cent held positions or rare engaged in pro­
fessional viori. such as teaching, school superintendents, lawyers, canis­
ters, physicians, surgeons, and engineers. Sevan teen per cent rare 
engaged in trades such as sales: anship, insurance, retail ana wholesale 
dealings, and real estate services While the remainder vrcre e: ployed in 
agriculture, xasnufacturing and echsnieal industries, civil and .mili­
tary service, clerical vrork, transportation, and do estic work* 
The student council of the General College at the University 
of i iinnesota, under the guidance of Huaber (20) set up a research com­
mittee for the purpose of making a follow-up study of a sa pie of the 
graduates* Hie data were gathered by means of a carefully constructed 
questionnaire which was railed to the graduates of the shears 1934-35 
and 1939-40. Data shoved that the average length of ti e that the 
graduates 'rare une mployed is eniately after graduation was loss for the 
1939-40 graduates than it was for the 1934-35 graduates# It was felt 
that the 1939-40 group found esployaent sooner after graduation be­
cause of the war period which was beginning to alee itself felt at that 
tii e. Mori of the 1939-40 graduates than the 1934-35 graduates rare 
found to be unemployed at the ti e of the study (1942), but this was 
probably to be expected since they had had a shorter tire in which to 
beco e adjusted in positions, 
Jorinson (21), in an extensive study of degro college gradu­
ates, found that in 1935 there was oily one (1) Negro college gradu-
10 
ate to every four hundred (400) of the Negro population. Seventy-two 
per cent of the Kegro college graduates were in strictly professional 
fields. As light be expected, mre than half were in educational work 
alone. Ext,re ely few were found in agriculture, transportation, jnblic 
services, clerical services, manufacturing and achaaical trades and 
natural sciences. John sou further states, "Gradates of Kegro colleges 
in great nu hers engage in elenieitury school teaching, preaching, library 
science, insurance, edicine, school prineipalships, and college pre si-
II 
ciencxes# 
Thaapecn (29) in 1938, aade a study of the 181 no bers of the June 
1926 graduating class of the University of fodiana. Itespanses wore re­
ceived fro t 83 of tii© graduates, ssoat of what- were arried aid fully 
satisfied with their present jobs. They were working for the ost part 
in their sajor fields or in a field closely allied to their ajor. Twenty-
five per cent had worked on only one job since graduation in contrast to 
52 per cent who had changed jobs fro i three to six ti es. 
Greenleaf (6), in cooperation with the Office of Education, 
Depart .iont of the Interior, ade a study of 46,000 graduates of 31 In­
stitutions of higher learning fro. 1928-1935. 'Ihe age at graduation re­
ported ost frequently was 22 years. Golxoge sen tended to arry earlier 
and in larger numbers than did college wonens on th® other hand, - ore 
college worsen were divorced. 
Two-thirds of the individuals who reported were sagged in pro­
fessional services and were found to be living in cities of 100,000 
population and above. Seventeen per cent of the en were teaching as 
co .pared to 48 per cent of the wo on. According to Green loaf, this was 
11 
to be expected* for teaching seemed to have been one of the best paid 
positions for a woman during her first few years out of college. It was 
further fo nd that men tended to woric more in line with their major field 
thati did women, 
Wointranb and Salley (30), in 1944* ade a study of the graduates 
of Hunter College of the City of Warn York, die psrwsar class and the 
most recent war-time class that had had an opportunity to be placed in 
industry or the professions were selected. Accordingly, the merbers of the 
June, 1939 and June, 1943 classes were sent post, card questionnaires. Six-
hundred eighty gr*. '.nates of the class of 1943 (34 per cent) responded, 
while 407 responses (45 per cent) were received from the class of 1939. 
The positions held iost frequently by the graduates of 1939 in order of 
appearance were stenographer, clerical worker, teacher, book-keeper, sta­
tistician, laboratory technician, social worker, personnel worker, and 
finally those in managerial positions. It was interesting to note that 
19 per cent of the 1939 class devoted full time to ho e-. aiding. The 
1,0 per cent aho reported tnemptaymetrt gave family or personal illness 
as the reason. The war was clearly reflected in the increased pro­
portion of the 1943 graduates who were found tc be engaged in certain 
positions not mentioned by the earlier class. Hie . a jority of the indivi­
duals in both classes were employed by private industry. Space was pro­
vided at uhe bottoi of th® post card questionnaire for oosoaents. Laqy 
of the graduates roads remarks and sa.se even wrote letters, Cne com onted 
thus, "Hie words Hunter College seem to work like magic in opening the 
doors in the business world. I'll forever be grateful for ry degree". 
It is the hope of the writer that the studies herein reviewed may 
provide a better understanding of the proble , nm in preparation. 
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CHAPTER III 
METHOD OF 3TUDT 
This study was sad© in an atte.pt to determine What the Prairie 
View Horae BcchojIcs almini tlho graduated between Lay, 1922 and August, 
194S were doing for a livelihood. Pros the graduation of the first degree 
class in 1922 to the end of the acade dc year 1947-4S, Prairie View Ag­
ricultural and Mechanical College granted 932 Bachelor of Science degrees 
in Horn© Econotaics and 1$ Master's degrees with a major in Ho..ie Econocaics 
Education, Some individuals received both degrees within this period. 
The eo;;Esmce:i!ent programs on file in the Offices of the Registrar 
and of the Director of Horae Economics supplied the names of the individu­
als who had been graduated. The na. es were listed in alphabetical order 
and grouped according to the year of graduation. The n&ies of the gradu­
ates whose addresses were available or could be obtained comprised the 
nailing list of TOO graduates, With the exception of the IB who were 
known to be deceased, the remainder could not be located because their 
whereabouts were unknown. 
A questionnaire, which when fillea out would supply the needed 
information, was constructed, (See Appendix-Exhibit A) According to 
Eliaer, the kinds of questionnaires which individuals answer may be di­
vided into three categories* (1) those which Involve a study of a prob­
lem on which the recipients have some definite ideas (2) those wherein 
the recipients have a personal knowledge of the sender and (3) those 
which are short and well prepared."*" 
3-.» C, El er, Social Research, p. 421 
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With those points in mind, the writer constructed a post card 
questionnaire Which would provide the following informations the gradu­
ates full name, present position, location of position, permanent address, 
and arital status. Space was provided at the bottc of the post card 
for re arks. This type of questionnaire was used because, in the first 
place, it was of sufficient size to contain all of the information that 
would be needed. Such a for ; was ore econo ical than a sai eographed 
sheet because of the additional ostage involved. In a dition, the card 
would be easier to file for future use. Further, ore, it was felt that 
the response to this type of questionnaire would be better than to a long 
detailed questionnaire* 
Weintraub and Salley (30) demonstrated the effectiveness of the 
use of the isost card questionnaire when they received a 75 per cent re­
sponse in a study of the graduates of Hunter College of the City of New 
York in 1944. 
A letter eoqlaining the urpose of the investigation accompanied 
the questional re. (see AppencSi»-Srt*lbit B) The nature of the ap eal to 
be aado in a letter of transmittal is iraporiant in any tudy. the re­
cipient must bo otivated and provided with an incentive that will over­
come the reluctance most people feel toward answering questionnaires* 
Sletto (24) ox ori anted, in a carefully controlled study, with 
three types of letters requesting 1600 for. or university students to 
answer a questionnaire. His procedure and results are of interest# 
The first letter called upo; the individual to help i rove edu­
cation for the thousands of young people who would be entering the Uni­
versity during the year. The second letter directeu attention to the 
changes occurring in. education and requested help to guide these changes 
14 
in the right direction. Hie third letter challenged the recipient to 
help do something that people say can not be done. Although all of the 
letters secured a good roc onse, the first letter yielded the highest 
returns, 67 per cent. Hie so points were considered in the construction 
of the letter used in securing the necessary data for this study. 
The questionnaires acco ponied by letters, were ailed to 
700 graduates. After a period of a ante and a half, 419 (64 per cent 
of those believed to have received questionnaires) had responded. Ac­
cording to Odun, "Advertising houses esti ate a return of only five 
to ten per cent and the research student who gets a twenty per cent re-
2 
turn on his firc-t appeal ay consider hi. self fortunate". Nevertheless, 
the writer was interested in getting as any responses as could possibly 
be obtained. Consequently, another careful search was iade which re­
vealed the addressee of 81 graduates to who the investigator had not 
written. According to El or (4), one can generally ex ect a good re­
sponse from recipients who have a ersonal knowledge of the sender. 
For this reason, letters ailed to these individuals contained personal 
notos from the director of tee Home Economics Division urging an 
i ediato reply. Hie Director of Hoe© Econo ics has held the present 
position for ore than two decades. At tee close of the second 
attempt, 32 additional responses had been received aiding a total 
of 451 (62 per cent of those believed to have received question­
naires aid 46 per cent of the individuals who have boon graduated). 
Hie returns were tabulated and analysed. Hie occupations in which 
3 " ' 
Howard Cklu , Introduction To Social Research, p. 376 
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the graduates were engaged were discussed in relation to the size of 
3 
town in which they lived, the year of graduation and the arital status. 
The initial findings were based on the data received fro the 451 gradu­
ates who responded. 
Although the survey was closed with a 62 per cent return, the 
writer, deeply concerned about the occupational status of the graduates 
who did not respond, decided to sake a follow-up study of the:.. The 
master tabulation sheets furnished the na.os of the individuals from 
whoa no responses had been received* These names wore placed on s. all 
slips of paper and put in a container and . ±asd well* The writer 
selected fifty slips from the container, mixing again after each se~ 
lection, Informal letters, urging their reply, were ailed to each of 
the fifty graduate# whoso names were pulled from the container* 
l&MBn ti m would permit this brief follow-up study to re nin 
open no longer, the survey was closed with 36 responses (72 per cant of 
those .ailed)# The responses from these graduates were tabulated, in­
terpreted, and discussed. 
2h the final analysis, a 3u axy was made and con elusions drawn 
based on all responses received. 
3 
The sizes of terns were determined by reference to the 1940 census. 
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CHAPTER IV 
FINDINGS AND DISCUSSION 
As previously stated, the purpose of this study was to find out 
what those Booe Ecmo ics n&jors were doing for livelihood who had gradu­
ated fro.a Prairie View between the dates of hay, 1922 and August, 1946* 
The Division of Hons Econori.cs at Prairie View granted 996 bache­
lor* s and aster* s degrees during this period. 5o ie of fee individuals 
included in the study were granted both degrees, fee students who earned 
a Master* s Degree wife a Minor in Home Economics Education were not in­
cluded unless feey had also graduated fro the Hone Econa dco Division 
with a Bachelor*s Degree, fee final list of individuals who had received 
the Bachelor of Science Degree or the Master of Science Degree wife a 
aajor in Hoae Eccno Jcs Education totaled 982, 
feat there had been considerable variations in the sizes of the 
classes over the years is shorn in Figure 1. It will be observed that 
the number of graduates increased fro ; 1 in 1922 to 50 in 1931. A slight 
drop in 1932 was noticed, and a still larger drop in 1933* In all prob­
ability, this decline was duo, in a large part, to fee influence of fee 
depression* fee nuibar of graduates in the years immediately following 
the depression increased until the beginning of the war period, at which 
ti ©, there was a decided decrease in the nu ber of graduates, fee largest 
class (79 e bers) was graduated in 1948* 
According to Galiver (32), there is a rapid increase in the nu ber 
of graduates throughout fee nation* fee nurber increased froa 296 in 1922 
to 3 >£22 in 1940 as is shown in Figure 2 adapted fro/.i Deliver * s 3tudy# 
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source of supply is growing at an accelerating rate. Tills is indicated 
particularly by the rapid increase in the number of high school graduates 
and the size of the college enrollments. The number of high school 
graduates increased from 9*640 in 1930 to 30*009 in 1940* In. the second 
place, the increase in the numbers of Megroes having larger amounts of 
schooling provides an atmosphere that is conducive to intellectual pur­
suits. 
As was previously mentioned, 982 individuals had been graduated 
free the Division of Hose Economics at Prairie View, eighteen of whom were 
known to be deceased. Questionnaires were mailed to BO per cent of the 
retaining graduates (781), however 54 of the letters were returned for 
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3hov; the number of graduates written to, and the number who responded 
according to class. At the close of the survey period, 451 responses 
(62 per cent of the total mailed which had not been returned for want of 
better addresses) had been, received. According to Suchaan (28), the 
better educated are more likely to return questionnaires than are the 
less educated, the fact that all of the individuals contacted in this 
i 
study were college graduates probable accounts, in part, for the desir­
able response. 
Data presented in Figure 1 show that the graduates in the ear­
lier years responded as well and in some instances better than did those 
in the more recent years, A strikingly large percentage (84 per cent) 
of tho 1927 class responded. It was believed that an adequate number of 
replies had boon received from the graduates who received the question­
naires, but there was no definite assurance that the ones who replied 
were fully representative of the entire group. It is possible, for an 
example, that the graduates who were not well located occupationally may 
hare re resented an abnormally large proportion of those not replying, 
Soutta&ek (27), studied the Wooster graduates and folt that the 
total picture presented was more optimistic than the eouplete facts 
would warrant. He states, "Replies often represent those alumni best 
situated. Persons who are well located occupationally are ..ore likely 
to respond to inquiries about their status than those not so re 11 
placed", Nevertheless, one evidence of the representativeness of the 
group in the present study is clear from Table 1. It will be observed 
that the percentages of returns from the graduates of the various periods 
show close agreement. This fact gives one scxae assurance that conclusions 
can be drawn with considerable confidence on the basis of the group re-
20 
presented by the returns* 
TABLE I* Quostiomairos hailed And Returned 
Within Three Periods 
Period Graduates Ku ber Per- Kti . bor Per 
in the wrote cent Who re­ cent 
Period sponded 
1922-1929 62 45 72 23 63 
1930-1939 434 339 76 199 62 
1940-1948 466 337 77 229 60; 
77 4& 62 
» Jta© questionnaires were returned for mat of 
better addresses. 
Cfee of the first things one would want to know about the occur-
paticnal status of any group of graduate3 is the percentage une ployed. 
Figure 3 shows that only 2 per cent of the individuals Who responded were 
found to bo une ployed, and one-half of these were in the 1946 class. How­
ever, this was to be expected for according to Reeves (11), one should not 
regard the occupational status of recent college graduates as final for 
many are serving ap rcsnticaships in occupations which serve only as 
stepping stones to their ultimate careers while others are une .plcyed while 
waiting for satisfactory place ent. 
F IGURE 3  PEP .GtMTA.GF  O F  G P A D U A J t s  UNEHPLOTFD 
At tliis point, it is a ropriato to show- the extent to which 
those employed graduates (96 por cent) were found to be engaged in the 
various occupational services. Those services in which the graduates 
were found to be engaged can be grouped under seven basic classifications, 
namely» professional services, clerical services, managerial services, 
com. ©rcial services, domestic services, manufacturing and .echanical 
industries, proprietors, and housewives. This classification is 
adapted from the one used by Reeves (11) who . ade a study of 15,640 
alurni of the University of Chicago* 
lb order to insure clarity, the writer briefly analysed the 
terms used in this classification. Professional services arc those 
which cover the employment of teachers, supervisors, principals, directors, 
social workers, homse demonstration agent3, librarians, and those engaged 
in graduate study, m anagerial services are those which include the 
employment of people as managers, public officials, inspectors, and 
telephone, telegraph and railroad agents. Cosasercial services refers 
to the employment of real estate and insurance agents, buyers, and 
clerks in stores. Clerical services includes the employment of book-
keepers, clerks (except in stores), collectors, and stenographers. 
Manufacturing and mechanical industxles covers the employment of in­
dividuals as bakers, bottlers, dyera, milliners, tailors, taanors, 
weavers, and machine operators. Proprietors refers to those individuals 
who own the businesses in Which they work. Domestic services include 
those rendered by people employed as chefs, cooks, janitors, uaicls, 
and launderera. Housewives refers to those nob employed in 
any occupation except that of ho so aking. 
A glance at Figure A shows that a large majority (60 per cent) 
of the graduates vssre in professional services. Johnson (21), found 
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In a very extensive study, that 72 per cent of the Negro college gradu­
ates were in strictly professional fields. However, this is not only 
true of Negro college graduates, but see ..3 to be true also of all college 
graduates. As another illustration of this, Greenleaf (6), studied 
46,000 graduates of 31 Institutions of higher leaning and found that 
two-thirds of the® were engaged in professional services. To further 
illustrate the point, Show (26) found after studying the living aluimi 
of Centre College over a fifty-year period that ore than half of those 
who responded were engaged in professional work. The findings of Bales 
(16) and Creswell (33) also shewed that rsost of their graduates were 
engaged in professional services. 
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The seccnd largest number in a single occupational field was the 
12 per cent who held no other position except that of a hone aker. The 
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1940 census listed 26,665,000 ha esaakers out of 39,803,000 employed 
troocn. Women who were gainfully employed (holding paid positions) 
nubered only 11,138,000. The rest wore full-tite homajakers, Thus, 
full-time hoenaking consumes the time not only of a significant por-
ticn of Prairie View Home Econo dcs graduates, but the same is true of 
a large portion of employed women in the United States. 
The fact that so any women give full time to home/taking sug­
gests that for nary families those services at ho e are worth at least 
as much as the warn might earn. Vshen a married ro an undertakes 
gainful employment, so otimes, it eans that the family m bers are de­
prived of services previously enjoyed. At times, otter mashers of toe 
family curtail their leisure to assume additional tasks. Many ti es, the 
employed haoeraaker continues to perform household duties. Perhaps this 
accounts for the fact that gainfully employed hooatiakers as a group are 
tbo most overworked people in tote American society. 
The re. ainder of the e ployed graduates were engaged in cnu-
fact-wkng and ochanical industries, clerical services, anageiial 
services, com orcial services, do ostic services, or they wore pro­
prietors. 
Data in Table II suggest that there are only slight differences 
in toe land and variety of services in which the graduates wore engaged 
whoa one w.vidca too i into three basic periods of graduation, namalyt 
1924-29, 1930-39* and 1940-48. Table II shows toat toe majority of the 
graduates were engaged in professional services regardless of the period 
j- — _ 
Llargaret G. Reid, !'Tho Bccna dc Contribution of Ho ankers", 
Aprils of A oracqn. Acada.y of idlitical aid Social Sciaica. Vol. 251 
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of graduation. It is farther reveal®! that the individuals who were 
graduated from 1924-29 were not employed in three of the occu ational 
areas; those who completed their work from 1930-39 were not employed in 
two of the areas, and the individuals who com leted their work since 
1940 were engaged in all of the occupational services with the excep­
tion of proprietorships. 
TABLE II. Eaployuent of Graduates According To 




Clerical 2.0 0.0 3*0 
iianagerial 3»0 1.0 1.0 
Commercial 0.0 0.0 2.4 
Domestic 2.0 0.0 0.4 
-manufacturing and 
: mechanical 0.0 2.0 3.0 
iroprietora 0.0 0.6 0.0 
Cause-wives , lfrO Usk 9f0 
Thus, there seems to be shown here a tendency for the gradu­
ates to engage in a variety of services as the years go cri. In some 
instances, the graduates probably went into other areas because they 
found no work in the field in which they were most interested. On the 
other hand, perhaps the graduates vrere being given a chance to work in 
occupational fields where previously there had been few or no oppor­
tunities. Further study may ..alee such state ents more substantial. 
As previously . mentioned, there were no proprietors among the 
individuals who graduated in 1940 and after, but one would expect few, 
if any, among recent graduates. This is borne out by Greenleaf (6), 
who found that less than one-tenth of the women gradixates who answered 
his questionnaire were proprietors, la his study, there see ed to 
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have been a tendency for the proportion of graduates who owned their own 
businesses to increase with each year out of college for about eight 
years. 
Goldstein predicts a oderate expansion in the nu ber of pro­
prietors because of the growing co iplexity of eccnarde and governmental 
2 organisation. This occupational group increased slightly during the 
war period and .ore after the post-war period. The services in which 
the graduates were engaged have been considered fro a the stmdpoint of 
the eriod of graduation. 
Hie neacb approaah is fro... the standpoint of the marital status# 
Of the 451 graduates who res ended, 74 per cent (334) were married and 
26 per cent (11?) were single. Table III indicates only slight differ­
ences in the services rendered by the graduates when grouped according 
to their -arital status. More tlian 90 per cent of the individuals in 
both groups tier© engaged in professional services. One area in which 
the single graduates could not enter was that of housewives, which 
claimed 14 per cent of the carried graduates. Slightly more single gradu­
ates than arried ones were engaged in professional serviceo, clerical 
services, . anagorial services, ck> fistic services, and in the . airufac-
turing and mechanical industries. 
It was found that 93,2 per cent of tie ..arriod ivo JJSX were em­
ployed. The 1940 census showed that ?G per cent of the .sarrlod man 
in the United States were gainfully employed. Miller states, "The 
changing attitude toward the employment of married wo en is responsible 
Harold Goldstein, "The Changing Occupational Structure", ' loathly 
Labor Bevlow. Vol, 64, 1947, PP. 654-659 
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for the increase shorn in each succeeding census year, in the propor-
3 tion of married woman who work". Durand is of the opinion that the 
percentage of arried women working for pay is likely to increase, in-
as uch as a arried wean's employ sent ia sometimes a necessity for the 
upkeep of her fa. ily. It is also an economic benefit to the nation 
since it .alias possible a higher income per capita of the population, 
ooae individuals do not approve of arried woiaen working becar.se they 
feel that the birth rate will be affected# However, the 1940 census 
showed that although the number of working rives rose tc an unprece-
4 dented figure, the birth rate was at it* s highest. ' 
TABIE III# Employment Of The Graduates According 
TO Their Marital btatus 
lb '!i!qyi[,miF"3rTfie' " .. arri.cc!"1 1 ' ' " t l  r  
Graduates in, Services Number eroact Uupbcr rorceut, 
Professional 2&1T^£LTOO40.5 
Clerical 2 #4 4 8.5 
managerial 0 0 6 5.3 
lroprietors 1 .2 0 0 
Commercial 3 .6 1 .9 
Domestic 7 1.9 1 .9 
Manufacturing and 
Mechanical 7 1,9 1 .9 
housewives 46 14.1 0 Q 
Sasal 22 100 113 109 
Table 1ST furnishes information on the relationship existing 
between. the services in which the graduates were engaged and the size 
of town in which they were working# me sizes of towns were determined 
by reference to the 1940 census, One third of the individuals engaged 
in professional work were employed in ioms under 2,500* One-fourth 
3 
Frieda miller, "Women In The labor Force", Annals of American 
Aeada y of Political And Social bcionce. Vol# 257, May, 1947, PP. 34-41, 
4 
John Durand, ".arried Woman In The Labor Force". American Journal 
of Sociolorv. Vol. 52, 191(6-47. — 
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were working in town® with a population of 2,500 - 9*999# There wore 
about as iaanjr people engaged in iianagerial and clerical services working 
in a.all towns as there were in the large ones. 
TABL ; 17. BapLoy. ent Of Hi© Graduates According To 
The Size Of Town In Which They lived 
Services Sizes Of Towns 
Under 2,500 10,000 25, 00 ' Above Total 
2,590 9.999 24*999 lOO.uOO 100.000 
Professional 121 93 31 49 71 366 
anagorical 3 0 0 0 3 6 
Clerical 2 0 0 0 4 6 
Doaestic 0 0 1 1 2 4 
Co n ercial 0 0 0 0 4 4 
Manufacturing 
and .echaaical O 2 0 0 6 8 
roprletors 1 0 0 0 0 1 
Houcevrivee 3 2 11 19 46 
Total 130 98 34 61 109 440 
Graduates engaged in da.estic services were not working in towns 
below 10,000. Towns above 100,COO clai ed all of the graduates engaged 
in caanercial services, and 75 per cent of those working in manufacturing 
and echaaical industries. A town less than 2,500 claimed the one pro­
prietor of the entire group* ore than 40 per cent of the housewives 
were living in towns above 100,000* It al3o appears fro.. Table 17 I at 
aiqproxIsatcOy cne-third of all the ei-jployed graduates were working in 
tosn.3 under 25,000 and approachsately one-fourth were working in towns 
above 300,000* 
Vlhon the graduates were grouped according to the period of 
graduation, it was found that a larger ereentage of the individuals who 
wore graduated between 1924-29 ^^e found to be working in towns with a 
population of 2,500 to 9*999 than any other size. A larger percentage 
of the Individuals who were graduated fro 1930-39 were found to be 
working in towns above 25,000 than in any other sizej whereas, towns 
2a 
below 25,000 claimed a larger percentage of the individuals who 
graduated after 1940 than towns of any other size as is shown in 
Figure 5, 
I - • •: -I UMDE.PK 25oo 
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A very interesting relationship was uncovered when a cco-
: arisen was .ade between the size of toms in which the graduates 
worked and the size of torris in which they lived. As indicated in 
Figure 6, a larger ercentago of the graduates worked in towns under 
10,000 than lived in towns of that size, whereas raore graduates 
lived than worked in toms of 10,000 and above. Forty-four per cent 
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Vfoodson ma of the opinion that Megro professionals usually 
worked in the larger places where compensation was greater as a 
result of an" increasing tendency in such cities to provide equally for 
5 both races in so .urate systems. 
Ciily about axe-fourth of the employed graduates found it 
necessary to work away fro i the towns in which they had established 
permanent residence* None of the 1924 and 1926 graduates found it 
necessary to work amy from hone. Oifferc ces in the proportion of 
the graduates of the other years who vrcre working at home and away 
from ho e see ed too slight to justify an exhaustive analysis. 
It was interesting to note that 91 counties in Texas furnished 
places of employsaent for 86 per cent of the employed graduates, 11 per 
cent of whom were working in Harris county alone. The remainder were 
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scattered in 16 other stales, Washington D. C., and Japan. (See Appendi*-
axhlbit C). Twenty-eight graduates were working in California alone. Es­
timates of civilian migration during the vet period by the Bureau of Census 
indicate that the Pacific Coast gained about 1 3/4 Million, persons through 
6 
migration} most of whom centered in California. 
Since an overehelraing majority of the graduates (SO per cent) wore 
employed in professional services, it vans felt that this area should be 
given more consideration. A further study of the individuals engaged in pro­
fessional services bore out the assumption that the majority would probably 
be in the teaching field. It was found that of the individuals engaged in 
professional services, 6? per cent vie re in the teaching field alone. Ibis 
was to be expected, inasmuch as one of the major purposes of Proirio View 
College is the training of Kegro teachers. Him too, the relatively 
high salaries ap; eal to the college graduate. In addition, the graduates 
can meet the state requirements within the four years of the college course 
and earn the teacher* s certificate without any special difficulty. Caliver 
states, MA large preporticn of Kegro college students prepare themselves 
to becooe teachers because of the great difficulty experienced in entering 
7 many of the occu atiais requiring college training." 
When the individuals following teaching as a profession were 
analyzed, it was found that nearly half (46 per cent) vie re high school 
Komemking teachers. It was assumed that many of tee more recent gradu­
ates might not be teaching in the field of Baumaklng, but teds ms 
found to be incorrect. Of tee individuals who tier© graduated from 1930-
-
Eaile B, Smullyan, "State Variations In War liigration", monthly 
labor ;toviov7« September, 1944, pp. 4B1-465 
7 
Ambrose Caliver, fteneral Studies Of Colleges For Hagrooa, U. S .  
Office of Education, Else. No. 6, p. 12 
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39, a larger percentage was high school Hosseaaking teachers thai ms 
true of those viho vjere graduated from 1924-29. A still larger per­
cental of the graduates fro 1940-48 were found to be high school 
Ho .soaking teachers. The majority of the graduates too reported their 
positions as I loci© eking teachers in high schools were carried, teazling 
in a tarn with a poimlati.cn under 2,500 in which they perraanentty re­
sided. 
Twentgr-five per cent of the teachers were worki • i t the eloaen-
taiy school. Ten per cuit failed to state on what level toe . om teach­
ing. The re.aining 19 per cent were college, adui veteran, oi bstitut©, 
secondary school, and pro-school teachers and teachers of the en-
tally deficient. 
Specoal attention should be called to the graduates who were en­
gaged in professional services other than teaching. The graduates held 
positions as principals, directors and acting-directors of Ho...e Economics 
in collogos, social workers, librarians, and ho o demonstration agents. 
There wore eleven graduates ©.ployed as principals, all of toon 
wore working in Terns, to© was graduated in 1926, four freer, 1930-39 and 
the regaining six from 1940-48. The jajority of these principals were 
e,nployeci in towns other than the ones in which they had established per­
manent residence. It was interesting to note that all of the principals 
were .arried with toe exception of toe me iho graduated in 1931. Towns 
whose populations reigod frcra 275 to 15,232 proviaed m&iymzxt for these 
graduates who were principals. 
There were four inc.lv -.duals employed as directors or acting 
directors of Ho e Economics in colleges, toe of them was graduated 
in 1926 aid she other three completed their work from 1930-39, 
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All of the were arried aid were found to be serving colleges in Texas 
and Virginia. Twenty-seven graduate® were eaployed as home demonstration 
age; its, all of whom were working in Texas. All of these individuals gradu­
ated since 1929 and most of them were carried. 
Some of the graduates were engaged in miscellaneous services. 
Five were employed as social wooers, all of whcta were graduated from 
1930-39 and were found working in towns above 100,000 in Texas, Colorado, 
and Japan. Two graduates had filled positions as librarians, one in a 
town under 2,500 and the other in a torn, above 100,000, 
mien the services in which the graduates were engaged had been 
classified as to whether they were or were not related to Ho e iucaao. ic s, 
it was found that 84 per cant (379) were working in the floM of Hoar* 
Economies or in a closely related field. 
A anal! space was provided at the bottom of the post card 
questionnaire for re arks. More than one-third of the rasnondeits took 
advantage of the opportunity and made consents that were interesting and 
varied. Soeie even wrote letters amplifying their remarks. 
A few of the rciaarks that the graduates Bade concerning their 
Home Ecotio ics training are quoted! 
"My Hon# Sconoraics training has enabled me to keep a job every 
year since graduation in the field of Supervision aid Ko-.e -aUng" • Hone-
baking teacher—1934 
"I have been employed as Hoiaemaking teacher since I received my 
degree. Thanks to ay training at Prairie View". EOfatraeking teacher—1931 
"My B. 5* degree in Ha s iicono;.d.es has been a wonderful back­
ground in tliis nutritional program". Sale si on for Food Products Company— 
1938 
"Too inch theory and not enough practice is offered at Prairie 
View" • Elementary teacher—1947 
"More and more I can ap reciate ray training in Ho e Economics". 
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—1934 
"Lost of tho lessons learned In Ho a ficorioudcs have been of 
benefits which cannot be easured". Ho e dGEnnot ration agent—1935 
Additional re arks illustrate how the graduates feol about 
this investigation l 
"I ms hap y to give this infer aticn. Best wishes" Ilo « 
ho cnstration Agent—193° 
MI hope tliat the findings of this study nay be revealed"» 
Ho o alting teacher—1940 
"I would like to knot? the results of the survey". Adult Teacher 
—1937 
"I think this is a worthy undertaking* I feel that the data 
collected will be of value to those responsible for strengthening of the 
hoae. eking progm. ;". State Teacher Helper—1931 
Sooo of the graduates told of both their present and previous 
positions. Others told of their future plans. So e quotations of this 
nature were os.ecially revealings 
"Besides ny regular work* I aa a supervisor of an adult class in 
Hone Eeaanouics, Notary Public, Deputy Sheriff, Treasurer of Nutrition 
Council, Vice President of Arteeia Chapter of NAACP, Nurse Aid, Rod Cross 
Instructor, He her of the Director* s Board of Carlsbad Recreation Associa­
tion, and 4-H and Girl Scout Leader". Elementary teacher—1936 
* 1 was che 1st in Pood Research 1944~44, now attending the Uni­
versity of California in Berkeley". Graduate Student—1941 
"I have been in the houo aldLng field since graduation". Hoao-
aaking teacher—1929 
"I was an Hoa© Scmo acs work until 1936. I ttas in the any one 
year as a club director, with the Tennessee Valley Authority in 1936, and 
I have been with the Oklahoma State Department of Education since 1939". 
State Teacher Trainer—1927 
"This is the first time that the Negroes here have had a school. 
It is named after e" • Principal of elementary school—1948 
Other responses made by the graduates told of their fa ilies 
and a variety of things. 
Although 62 per cent of the individuals believed to have re-
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ceived questionnaires responded sooner or later# the writer was still 
' deeply concerned about the 38 per cart fro tshaa no responses had been 
received, L'ary people are of the opinion that graduates who are not well 
located occupational ly are less likely to reply to inquiries about their 
status than are graduates who are tetter situated. As a result, the 
writer acle a study of the graduates who had failed to respond to the 
first letter with the aim to discover the differences, if any, between 
the aid those who had responded* 
Questionnaires accompanied by letters of an infer al nature were 
nailed to 50 graduates selected at random, urging their in. ediate reply. 
Replies were receive from 36 of these individuals Who had graduated from 
1929 to 1948. 
Thirty-four of these graduates (94 per cent) were gainfully em­
ployed in Teas, Tennessee, Arkansas, New fork, and California. It was 
found that sixty per cent of those employed found work in the towns in 
which they had established permanent residence. The tarns in which the 
34 graduates were employed ranged in poixOatian fra 275 to 1,714,841. 
The two graduates who were una ployed were fro the 1948 class. 
It is of interest at this point to discuss the types of work in 
which the lent group of graduates were found to be engaged. Seventy-
three per cent of those replying were engaged in professional services 
while the re aining ones were in .anagorial services, clerical work, or 
were housewives. 
It was thought that perhaps those who did not answer were not 
well placed aid consequently did not wish to respond, but the brief study 
showed no striking differences in the occupations which these graduates 
were engaged who answered the first appeal. However it was found that the 
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majority of those in the last group were engaged in professional services 
with teaching claiming 92 per cent. There -were teachers of he c aking, 
elementary school teachers and other teachers of adultQ, and the nursery 
school. 
inasmuch as the stucty- of the graduates who failed to respond to the 
first appeal shewed no striking differences when ocrspnred with those ?Jho 
responded, the writer feels that the graduates who were inciaaed in the en­
tire study were representative of all of the individuals who have liean gradu­
ated fro the Division of Ho e Becno. ics at Prairie View A. & I . College 
between the dates of i ay, 1922 aid August, 1943* 
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CHAPTER V 
SUHUAHT A'© CufCUiSIOiS 
The purpose of this study was to determine what tho Home Eco­
nomics graduates of Prairie View College were doing for a livelihood. 
This survey covered a 26 year period, beginning in 1922 with the gradu­
ation of the first degree class in Hone Economics to the end of the 
academic year 1947-48. During this period, tee Division of H01.se Eco­
nomics at lirairie View granted 996 degrees, 15 of which were Master's 
Degrees and teo remaining were Bachelor's Degrees, dona© individuals 
received both degrees within this period. The students who earned a 
Master's Degree with a Minor in Home Ecaicaaica Education were not in­
cluded in this study unless they were ;.rairie View Ilcec Economies gradu­
ates on the under-gracluate level. 
The caauenceraent progress o?a file in tee Offices of the Regis­
trar and of teo Director of Hone Economics sup lied tee names of teo in­
dividuals who had been grauu&ied, 18 of when were known to be deceased. 
The remaining names wore listed in alphabetical order and grouped ac­
cording to the year of graduation, 
A questionnaire was constructed which, when filled out, would 
supply the needed information, A letter explaining the purpose of the 
investigation accompanied tho questionnaire to the TOO graduates Whose 
addresses were available or could be readily obtained. 
Fifty-four letters were returned for want of bettor addresses and 
at was felt teat tee rest of tee questionnaires were received. After a 
period of a month aid a half, 419 (64 pier cent of those believed to 
have received questionnaires) had responded. It is tee o anion of Odua 
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(10) that the research student who gets a twenty per cent return on 
his first appeal .my consider hit .self fortunate. 
However, the writer was interested in getting as many res oases 
as could possibly be obtained. Consequently, mother careful search was 
ade which revealed the addresses of 81 graduates to who© the investi­
gator had not written. Letters sailed to these individuals contained 
personal notes fro:a the Director of Hone Economics urging their Immediate 
reply, the Director of HOE® Eccno les has served in that capacity since 
the graduation of the first degree class in 1922 and Elmer (4) feels 
that one can expect a good response from recipients who have a personal 
.aiowledge of the sender. At the completion of the second attempt, 451 
responses had been received. 
Although the survey \ras closed with a 62 per cent return, the 
writer was siilldeeply concerned about the occupational status of those 
graduates who did not reply. The master tabulation sheets furnished the 
names of the individuals fro© whoa no responses had been received. In­
formal letters, urging their reply, were mailed to fifty of these in­
dividuals Whose names were selected at random. Seventy-two per cent 
(36) of these individuals responded. In all, 487 graduates (66 per 
cent of those believed to have received questionnaires) responded. 
Only two per cent of the individuals who responded were found 
to bo unemployed. One half of these were 1948 graduates, but according 
to Beeves (11), me should not regard the occupational status of recent 
college graduates as being final inasmuch as soae are unemployed while 
waiting for satisfactory placement. 
He employed graduates were engaged in a variety of occupational 
services which can bo grouped under seven basic classifications na ely 
3e 
professional, clerical, managerial, ooesaarcial, and domestic services, 
« 
asnufaetnring aid mechanical industries, proprietorships, and hoawosking, 
Ibrc than throe-fourths of the graduates in professional services 
wore teachers and the remainder of those in this type of service held 
such ositioas as high school principals, supervisors, social workers, 
directors of Heme ScmoEd.cs in colleges, librarians, and home danoristra­
tion agents. 
Hast of the individuals following teaching as a profession wore 
high school homemking teachers. Elementary" school work claimed more 
than one-fourth of all teachers. An active guidance program at Prairie 
View sight reduce the neater of students viio train for mo field and then 
enter another. A study of the amplogmant op-ortunities available for Negro 
college graduates trained in Homo Economics In Texas eight reveal many 
other areas other than teaching for which the college can trail on a 
larger scale. A program of placement worked out jointly between the pro­
spective on loyero and the college administrators may prove beneficial to 
the college, its graduates, and to the prospective employer* 
However, the situation is not as critical as it my sem. In the 
first place, only two per cent of the graduates TO re found to be un-
ejKployed and half of those had not had ample time to get properly placed 
since they were 1943 graduates. In the second place, 36 per cent of the 
graduates were working in the field of Home Economics or some voiy 
closely related f: old. Mien, the occupations were grouped into two areas, 
namely relate: and unrelated, it was found that there were no significant 
differences in the percentage of the earlier and the more recent graduates 
who were working in related fields. 
It was interesting to note that 75 por coat of the graduates 
39 
responding were isarried and :sore were living in toons above 10,000 
than any other also. Ninety-six counties of Texas furnished places 
of enrpXqyment for 88 per cent of the a;iplcgna>d graduates, 12 per cent of 
Whoa were forking in Harris county alone. 'The remainder ware scattered 
in 16 other states, Washington D. C., and Japan. Thirty-one were 
working in California alone. 
It is the hop© of the writer fctot this study will be of sot© 
benefit to the adrainistratlcn at Prairie View. In the first place, the 
recent addresses gained by means of toe survey say be useful in contacting 
graduates for various reasons. In the second place, it lias revealed 
what too individuals who have been graduated from toe Hone Sconar&cs 
Division botoec i the dates of :ay, 1922 and August, 1948 were doing for 
livelihood. As previously stated, toe places graduates are called to fill 
indicate, to so.© extent, toe type of proimration students need while in 
college if they are to adequately erforr. toe social tasks depended of 
thera. 
BwhapS the findings of this study amy be used by officials as a 
basis for offering ore effective guidance and use ray be ado of toe facts 
to point too say toward so a necessary curriculum changes* However, if the 
picture presented in this invcstig&tion only causes the (wtolnistrators to 
think seriously of what can be done to improve toe occupatio nal status of 
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C0I1 OF LETTER 
ft*airie View A# & i • College 
Prairie View, Texas 
February 21, 1949 
Dear 
The occupational status of the Ho e Bconai.cs grad­
uates of Prairie View has be cone a matter of great importance. 
In connection with ray graduate work at Prairie View, I am jaaking 
a study of the occupational status of the Home Economics stu­
dents who graduated from ay, 1922 to August, 19^• 
• 
This study is an essential part of ny thesis require est 
for a Easterns Degree with a ajor in Ho e Ecaioi.cs Education. 
The enclosed form contains questions the answers to which iiill 
supply this needed information. If you sup ly this information 
promptly, it will greatly assist e in co dieting . y work. 
%• adviser and the president of tiie college have expressed 
the opinion that this information when co piled will be of in­
valuable aid to the administration at Prairie View in that it 
should reveal any types of jobs in which Ho e Econo des gradu­
ates are now engaged. Such knowledge should help officials to 
offer ere effective guidance and alee sous necessary curriculum 
changes. The college would also be able to co tact graduates for 
various reasons if their addresses were known. 
Tour r*es:xmso to this request will be appreciated by me aid 
ray adviser* 
Tours truly, 
Student: To ye Mayes Mitchell 
Adviser: E» Lay Galloway 
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